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Module 4 (Unit 7)

At the Zoo
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giraffe



monkey



dolphin



seal



whale



lizard



hippo



crocodile



Label the pictures

crocodile

seal

hippo

whale

giraffe

lizard

dolphin

monkey



What is the monkey doing?

sitting eating clapping crying

laughing having funlearningswimming



What is the monkey doing?



I see a lazy       
         in the sun.

I see a big        
Having lots of                 
I see a baby      

        how to run
And one            

      on its own.

I see a tall        ,
       from a tree

I see a silly        ,
       at me

I see a clever       
           in the sea.
I see a little        ,

             one, two, three.

Read the poemWhen I am at the         
What do I see?
Lots of funny        

Looking at me.



Listen and read



Put in order
What are you doing?

Oh yes! I think they’re great!

Look at that picture – the 
dolphin is catching a fish!

I’m reading a book about dolphins.

Of course! Dolphins eat fish, you know.

Really? Do you like dolphins?



What are they doing? When do they always do this?

The seal is 

It always

The monkeys are 
eating

at lunchtime

at lunchtime

in the morning in the afternoon

They always eat at 
lunchtime

The dolphin is 
playing

It always plays in the 
morning

The hippos are 
having a bath

They always have a 
bath in the afternoon

             clapping

          claps 
at lunchtime



Choose the answer

1. Jim usually ___________ to school.

a) walks b) is walking

2. We ___________ our homework in
    the afternoon.
a) are doing b) do

3. Can you see David? He __________ 
soccer.
a) is playing b) plays

4. ______________ TV every night?

a) Are you watching b) Do you watch

5. Tom ___________ a letter now.

a) is writing b) writes

6. Mark never ___________ to the park on 
    Sundays.

a) goes b) is going

7. Where are the children? ________________ ?

a) Are they sleeping b) Do they sleep

8. They ___________ their bikes every day.

a) aren’t riding b) don’t ride

walks

do

is playing

Do you watch

is writing

goes

Are they sleeping

don’t ride



Choose the answer

1. We   have   /  are having    a lot of fun now.

2. We always   have  /  are having    a lot of fun at the zoo.

3. Look! The giraffe   eats  /  is eating   from the tree.

4. The giraffe usually   eats  /  is eating   from the tree.

5. The crocodiles   cry  /  are crying    every day.

6. Listen! The crocodiles   cry  /  are crying.

7. The seals   swim   /  are swimming   now.

8. The seals  always   swim   /  are swimming   in the morning.



Write: am, is or are

1. The lizards              sitting in the sun.

2. I          looking at the funny animals.

3. The whale           having a lot of fun.

4. We            laughing at the zoo.

5. The dolphins            swimming in the sea.

6. They            learning how to run.


